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Voluntary agreements – supporting the 
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and enVironmental enforcement
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the background

p ressing environmental concerns and the 
ineffectiveness of top-down policy ap-
proaches to tackle complex environ- 

mental problems at the local level in China 
lead to the idea of transferring good practice 
with cooperative policy VA approaches from  
europe to Chinese urban areas.
 the project was initiated in 2004 by two Chi-
nese experts from nanjing environmental protec-
tion Bureau and Wageningen university respec-
tively, who had studied in the netherlands. they 
identified the dutch negotiated LtAs as a policy 
instrument with a large potential for industrial 
environmental management in China and ap-
proached senternovem (the former noVem, 
dutch Agency for energy and environment), to 
set-up an eu-China cooperation project. With 
the experience of senternovem, who developed 
and managed the dutch Long-term-Agreements, 
a partnership was established, bringing in addi-
tional institutions with the relevant background 

and interests in industrial environmental man-
agement. particular emphasis was put on engag-
ing local Chinese environmental protection Bu-
reaus and energy-intensive pilot companies. the 
project activity started with a feasibility study on 
negotiated agreements in nanjing (under Asia 
pro eco i). the study concluded that negotiated 
agreements between local environmental pro-
tection Bureaus (epBs) and industry had a high 
potential to stimulate partnership and to mo-
bilise industry efforts to enhance their environ-
mental management performance beyond ex-
isting standards. Also, a China-specific model for 
voluntary agreements for Chinese local govern-
ments was developed in a comparative and par-
ticipatory way, including both energy-efficiency 
improvements and pollution control. Based on 
these outcomes, the consortium implemented 
voluntary agreements on energy efficiency and 
pollution reduction that were negotiated be-
tween three epBs and 14 energy-intensive pilot 

project period
2004 – 2009 

funding stream
europeAid, eC Asia pro eco, VA1: 334.139 eur, VA2:  467.865 eur

partners:
• senternovem, netherlands’ Agency for innovation and sustainability – the netherlands
• Wageningen university and research Centre, (Wu) netherlands – the netherlands
• Wuppertal institute for Climate, environment and energy (Wi) – Germany
• nanjing environmental protection Bureau (njepB) – p.r. China
• xian environmental protection Bureau (xAepB) – p.r. China
• Kelamayi environmental protection Bureau, (KmepB) – p.r. China
• research institute of environmental protection of nanjing City (njriep) – p.r. China
• environmental management College of China (emCC) – p.r. China

negotiated Voluntary agreements (Vas) or long-term agreements (ltas) have proven to be flexible 
and cost-effective policy implementation instruments for realising ambitious improvements of 
energy efficiency and environmental management in europe. 
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for more information visit our project website
www.va-china.com
or contact senternovem project coordinator
mr. erik ter Avest 
(nL Agency of ministry of economic Affairs)
erik.terAvest@agentschapnl.nl
phone +31 88 602 2475 
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process management in the pilot voluntary agreements in china

In the negotiated pilot agreements, much em-
phasis was put on process management apply-
ing a cooperative and participatory approach 
throughout. Each enterprise put together a so-
called Energy Saving and Emission Reduction 
Action Team for voluntary agreement develop-
ment and implementation. These LTA Action 
Teams were endorsed by the general manage-
ment and chaired by an operation manager. 
They conducted Energy Potential and Pollution 
Reduction Scans in cooperation with energy 
and environment experts, as well as sales & 
marketing managers to identify potentials and 

possible measures to realize them (see figure 1). 
In the pilots the planning phase also included 
a scan of pollution reduction options. During 
the scan both options for technical and man-
agement improvements are assessed. In addi-
tion, their energy saving or pollution reduction 
potential and associated costs and benefits are 
roughly estimated. On this basis, achievable 
targets were agreed and a detailed LTA action 
plan was developed for each individual pilot 
company. This procedural bottom-up innova-
tion helped to create a sense of ownership in the 
companies and assigned clear responsibilities.

third party
expert

energy savings and 
emission reduction 

action team

choice of targets and measures

formulation of energy saving and emission reduction plan

energy potential and pollution reduction scan

energy Consumption and emission Analysis

estimation of potentials and pay-Back-times

managerial
saving options

technical optimization 
saving options

strategic investment
saving options
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companies in nanjing, xi’an and Kelamayi (un-
der Asia pro eco ii). the agreements covered the 
steel, power generation, cement, refinery, brew-
ery, car manufacturing and petrochemical sector 
– a mix of private and state-owned companies. 
Although the pilot agreements drew heavily 

on the experiences with voluntary agreements 
in europe, in particular the management as-
pects of the dutch Long-term-Agreements such  
as energy potential scans (see box below), they  
were adapted significantly to the Chinese circum-
stances as further explained in the next section.
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the framework 
for Voluntary 
approaches in 
china

in contrast to many voluntary agreements in 
the eu, due to the different institutional and 
political setting in China, voluntary agree-

ments in this project activity were not applied 
in order to avoid regulation but to facilitate im-
plemention of existing national targets. namely, 
those of the China national 11th five-year plan 
(2006-2010), which foresees a nationwide reduc-
tion of energy intensity by 20%, and absolute 
pollution by 10% from 2006 until 2010. 
 At the beginning of the first phase of the 
project – during the feasibility study in 2004 and 
2005 – far more ambitious environmental pro-
tection than business-as-usual was the aim of 
the epB in nanjing. the introduction of the 11th 
five-year plan, however, put ambitious manda-
tory targets in place. these targets were subse-
quently broken down to the provincial level, but 
also increased the pressure on energy-intensive 
state-owned industry to contribute to the target 
achievement. furthermore, the recently amend-
ed energy Conservation Law (2008), which in-
troduced the achievement of energy intensity 
targets into annual performance evaluations of 
local cadres, poses a permanent threat of un-
derperformance for local administrations. At 
the same time, national state-owned industries 
imposed stricter performance requirements on 
their branch companies to fulfil their national 
targets. subsequently, voluntary agreements are 
now being used to ensure implementation of 
provincial and internal company targets rather 
than going beyond existing regulation. the com-
parison of tangible results on energy saving and 
emission reductions between LtA pilot compa-
nies and comparable Chinese reference groups 
clearly shows the added value and sustainable 
impact of voluntary LtAs.
 this makes LtAs valuable for further replica-
tion throughout China and Asia. the project 
activity showed that these participatory  agree-

ments can function as an effective implemen-
tation tool: bridging the gap between na-
tional interests and regulatory requirements 
and their implementation at the local level. 
 the big advantage of the cooperative ap-
proach of voluntary agreements is that it both 
acknowledges bottom-up industry concerns 
– different to traditional top-down target set-
ting – and actively supports enterprises in their 
implementation efforts. this increases industry’s 
engagement in energy efficiency and environ-
mental improvements at the local level.

environmental protection Bureaus have also 
provided additional incentives to participat-
ing companies. Companies have been offered 
prioritised access to local environmental funds 
and a better reputation through receiving a 
so-called environmentally friendly Company 
award, which showed to have a strong motivat-
ing power. each Chinese city/municipality has 
its own environmental fund, which is financed 
via pollution fees collected by epBs. money from 

support provided by environmental 
protection bureaus to industrial companies

• identification of energy saving and 
 emission reduction potentials
• technical training / training on process 
 management
• preferential access to money in the local 
 environmental funds
• Awarding the environmentally friendly 
 enterprise award
• Applying simplified procedures for issuing 
 environmental permits, and
• reducing emission fees.

“The project activity 

showed that voluntary 

agreements can 

also function in 

China as an effective 

implementation tool”
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the fund is reinvested in projects that improve 
environmental performance in industry. in the 
voluntary agreement pilots preferential access 
to these funds was provided to participating 
companies in order to encourage larger invest-
ments in energy saving or pollution reduction 
equipment. on average, subsidies from the en-
vironmental funds provided no more than 10% 
of the overall investments undertaken in the 
voluntary agreements the subsidies cover fea-
sibility studies, as well as technical and process 
design for implementing the measures identi-
fied in the voluntary agreement. they also con-

this project activity showed that by engag-
ing local authorities and industry to pur-
sue an agreed goal together, negotiated 

voluntary agreements help to pool expertise 
from several actors and organisations with dif-
ferent backgrounds and skills, finally helping to 
solve complex problems faster. Building on the 
successful experiences made in the pilot imple-
mentation, nanjing environmental protection 
Bureau is planning to extend its work on volun-
tary agreements to include an additional 26 com-
panies from energy intensive and emission in-
tensive sectors. At the same time, extending the 
scope from the current big companies to smes. 
even at the national level, the ministry of envi-
ronmental protection is looking into transferring 
experiences from the pilot action to more Chi-
nese cities. similarly, the national development 
and reform Commission, China’s central plan-
ning organ, is considering to include voluntary 

approaches into China’s 12th national five-year 
plan (2011-2015) to facilitate the achievement of 
energy saving and emission reduction targets. in 
this context, a good policy uptake and support is 
important to replicate voluntary agreements in 
other regions of China.
 since LtAs are flexible and the content of the 
agreements can be adjusted to local needs and 
circumstances, e.g. by extending the agreements 
to include pollution reduction on top of energy  
savings, they hold great potential to be used in 
many areas of sustainable production and con-
sumption, where a multitude of actors are work-
ing towards a similar goal.
 how to develop voluntary agreements step-
by-step is explained in more detail in the Volun-
tary Agreement toolbox, which will be available 
in english and Chinese at the switch Asia net-
work facility and this project’s website (http://
www.va-china.com/) from december 2009.

tribute part of the investment for purchasing 
new equipment. for example, the nanjing branch 
of China Cement factory received about 30,000 
eur (or 300,000 Cny) from the nanjing environ-
mental fund – enough for conducting feasibility 
studies and process design to prepare implemen-
tation of the measures listed in the agreement. 
the environmental fund thus showed to be an 
effective instrument to spur investments in en-
vironmental technologies. the remaining 90% of 
investment was usually financed through com-
panies’ private equity or bank loans.

towards 
replication – 
how to adVance 
effectiVe 
Voluntary 
agreements

“Since the content of the 

agreements can be ad-

justed to local needs and 

circumstances [...] they 

hold great potential to 

be used in many areas of 

sustainable production 

and consumption”
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kelamayi
VOLunTARy AgREEmEnTS In KELAmAyI

the region of Kelamayi is rich on oil and natural gasses. the first 
oil well started pumping in 1955, when the Kelamayi oil field was 

established. the city of Kelamayi was only established in 1958, 
but has since then undergone a rapid growth with the fast devel-

opment of its petrochemical industries. the Kelamayi environmental 
protection adopted Voluntary Agreements as an instrument to coordi-

nate pollution control and reduction with the petrochemical industry. As 
part of the VA2 project, three of the largest petrochemical companies in the 

region have been receiving support to introduce cleaner production techniques and 
better health & safety standards. the petrochemical industries have benefited from investments in 
recycling of wastewater, better handling and reuse of solid waste, reduction in so2 emissions, and 
energy savings.  All the target companies have managed to decrease their pollution levels through 
voluntary agreements. every year the municipal financial Bureau directs 10 million yuan to a special 
foundation, which is used to award companies with outstanding environmental achievements. the 
funds are collected from sanctions of companies with environmental violations.  

nanjing
VOLunTARy AgREEmEnTS In nAnjIng

the current industry of the nanjing region basically inherited the charac-
teristics of the 1960s, with electronics, cars, petrochemical, iron and steel, 
and power as the “five pillar industries”. the city of nanjing has been one 
of the front-runners in adopting voluntary agreements, which has proven 
to be a successful way to address environmental problems, especially when 
cooperating with state-owned companies. nanjing environmental protec-
tion Bureau has made a strong push for developing a stick-carrot mecha-
nism, where companies open to initiate voluntary agreements get priority 

access to the Government environmental funds, when they seek to invest in cleaner technologies. this 
showed to be a good incentive for the target companies, who all applied for funding from the environ-
mental protection Bureau, even though the maximum support was only 10% of the full investment. 
the investments made so far have already achieved and energy saving of 17.8 pj, a reduction in so2 of
9259 tonnes, and Cod of 1567 tonnes. nanjing has also introduced an award system for progressive com-
panies, which they can use to achieve easier access to the environmental funds for further investments.

Xi’an
VOLunTARy AgREEmEnTS In XI’An

xi’an has developed to a place of technical, educational, industrial and com-
mercial centre in the mid-Western region of China and is rich in tourism 
resources. Compared with the other regions involved in the VA2 project, 
xi’an has especially been successful in reaching out to private enterprises. 
private sector participation is crucial for xian’s development as a national 
environmental protection model City. thus xi’an environmental protection 
Bureau has intensified its co-operations with private companies by adopt-
ing voluntary environmental management approaches. xi’an environmen-

tal protection Bureau has set up a special voluntary agreement fund available for pilot companies that 
are fulfilling the VA targets. in addition, xi’an environmental protection Bureau has also set up simpli-
fied procedures for issuing environmental permits for the private companies, which are implementing 
VAs. As result, more and more private companies are willing to participate in voluntary agreements in 
the follow-up to this action. the four pilot companies in xi’an have also made great progress in improv-
ing their environmental performance. the average reduction of so2 for all companies in xi’an is 4.34%, 
while the pilot companies have achieved an outstanding 8.7% - double the city average.
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